Tips & Tricks

Flush-routing risers
I recently built a large slab table that
required a lot of epoxy filling. I devised
this router jig to help with the leveling
of the hardened epoxy. The jig consists
of four polycarbonate pieces screwed
to a couple of maple risers as shown,
creating a 11⁄2 × 6" opening in the
center. To use the jig, I first outfit my
router with a 3/4" -diameter straight
bit and a 1"-diameter guide bushing.
Then I position the jig over a lump of
hardened epoxy and place the router
atop the jig with the bushing corralled
by the polycarbonate. After adjusting
the bit to just skirt the surface of the
work, leveling the epoxy is a simple
matter of pushing the router back and
forth, moving the jig, and repeating.
—David Diaman, Bel Air, MD
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Zero-clearance chop saw overlay
Here’s a great accessory for minimizing tearout
when making 90° cuts on your power miter
saw. Start with a 48" length of 1/2" hardwood
plywood with one dead-straight edge. Make its
overall width about 4" more than the crosscut
capacity of your saw. Leave the center section
of this platform 16" wide, but taper the ends
back to form wings as shown. Glue a fence to
the panel’s rear edge, making sure its face is
square to the surface of the panel. Center the
completed overlay on the saw and clamp it in
place. Next, drill and countersink a 1/4"-diameter
hole through each end of the platform into the
saw’s fixed extension tables. Drop a 1/4" flathead
machine screw into each hole to secure and
locate the platform. Done. I remove the overlay
when making angled cuts, which would chew up
the fence. To reinstall it, I just slip the machine
screws in place—no nuts or clamps needed.
—Mark Spurn, Indianapolis, IN
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Small parts hold-down
Even with a crosscut sled, trimming
small parts on my table saw requires
placing my fingers uncomfortably close
to the blade. For safety, I made this
simple handheld hold-down, which
consists of a riser block screwed to a
beam. The beam provides downward
pressure on a workpiece while
keeping my hands out of harm’s way.
To maximize workpiece contact, the
thickness of the riser should equal
the workpiece thickness. To increase
stability and grip, I glued thin rubber
scraps to the undersides of the riser
and beam end. The hold-down also
works to secure small pieces at my
power miter saw. It’s helpful to have at
the ready several of these hold-downs,
with risers of different thickness.
—Bill Schneider, Athens, OH

Flattening a
plane sole
Flattening a plane sole typically involves
rubbing it on an abrasive that’s sitting atop
a dead-flat surface like a cast iron table
saw wing or slab of reference granite. For
abrasive, I’ve used wet/dry carborundum
paper, but it seems to lose its aggressiveness
pretty quickly. Alternatively, I’ve used silicon
carbide powder, but that can undesirably
abrade my reference surface. I finally
realized that combining the two is a better
approach. I start off with carborundum
paper attached with spray adhesive.
Then, as the paper dulls, I sprinkle it with
silicone carbide powder, adding more as
necessary to get the job done. That way, I
make the most of the paper and powder
while protecting my reference surface. n
—Paul Walco, Toledo, OH
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